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Abstract
The paper presents ezpcrin1e71tal results that de7ncrnstrccte a new approach to reul-tilne collisio7L auoidancx
for 7-DOF orms. The Co!lisioll a v o i d a n c e prohlcnl is
joru,zlated and solved as a jovcc control probicrn. ~“irtual jorces opposing intrusio~i oj the arrtl into the otl stac[e sajcty zone are cornputcd in real time. ThCSC
jorces arc then Ttrdlified by employi~lg an outer jecdtrack
loop which perturbs the arm Cartesian contniands jor
the inner position control systc7rL. The approach is i7~Lplemcnted arid tested on a 7-DOF h!~iC am and a set oj
expcrimmts are conducted i7t the laboratory. These expem”ments demonstrate perturbations of the end-effcctor
position and orientation, as rocll as the arm configuration, 271 order to avoid impending collisions. The approach is simple, computationally jast, requires minimal
rnodijication to the arm control systeln, and applies to
u’.hok-arrn collisio7i avoidance.
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erable research in recent years, the more realistic problem of collisic]rl-free motion in an obstacle field has not
beer] in~restigated extensively. Llacieje\\’ski and Klein[l]
describe a method for collision avoidance using the Jacc)bia!l pseudoinverse approach for redundaIlt arm control. Kliatib[2] suggests a njethod for real-time collisicm avc)idance irl operational space using the gradients
of ar~ificial potential fields. M’iknlarl and Newman[3]
describe a reflex control approach for on-line collision
avoictarlce. Boddy and Taylor[4] develop a w}lole-arm
reactive collisio~l avoidance scheme using the configuration ccmtrol methodology. Glass et al[5] describe a
real-time configuration controller for a 7-DOF arm utilizing cc)llisicm avoidance as the additional task. Finally, Seraji, Steele, and Ivlev[6] and Bon and Seraji[7]
develq) methods for sensor-bassed and model-based collision avoidance for a position-controlled dexterous arm
based or) tlie concept of nullification of virtual proximity forces.

Introduction

‘1’he neecl for llutt~aI~-eclui\’alerlt manipulative ca~Jahilities has moti~’ated the development of dexterous arms
over the past decade. These robotic arms arc kinenlatically similar to the human arm and have 7 joints (instead of the conventional 6 joints), which makes tllern
kiIlematically redundant. This redundancy is the basis
for the arm dexterity, and implies that there are infi~lite distinct arm configurations which yield the sa7nc
end-effecter position and orientation. SiIlce 1985, the
Robotics Research Corporation] (RRC) has bee~l marlufacturing a family of commercially available 7-DOF
arms. Similarly, robots planned for s~)ace operations,
irlcluding the Ranger free-flying telerobot and tile Space
Station dexterous robotic system, have 7-DOF arms.
M’hilt motion control of dexterous 7-DOF arms in an
obstacle-free ~vorkspace has been the subject of consid-

In this paper, we implement the methodology described in [7] and present a set of supportive experiments conducted at JF’L on collision-free rrlotion of a
dexterous 7-DOF RRC arm. The experimental results,
whicl] are the focus of this paper, demonstrate the sinlplicity and yet the capability of the proposed approach
to real-time collision avoidance. The range of experiments cover self-collision avoidance, arm-to-base collisiorl avoidarice, and arm-to-wrorksite collision avoidance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
an overvicnv of the collision avoidance strategy. Six experimental case studies highlighting different types of
collision avoidance are discussed in Section 3 and experinlental results are presented. Section 4 presents
conclusions drawn fronl this work,

,“

2 Overview of Collision Avoidance Stratlegy
In this section, we give an overview’ of tile collisicm
avc)idallce strategy developed earlier for dexterous 7I)OF arms. Tlie details can be fourld in references [6]
arid [7].
Robotic arms are basically positioning clm’ic.es whic}l
can carry a payload from an initial lJosition a~id orientatiO1l to a target destirlation along a prescribed Cartesian
trajectory. This arm xnotion is accomplished by xlla~]~~irtg tlic desired Cartesiarl path to joint a]).gle trajcctox ies which arc t}]en tracked using joint servo control
loops. For a kirlcrnatically redundaIlt 7-DOF arln, such
as t~le I~RC arm, we assume that t]w end-cffectm ~jositioll and orientation and the arm angle’ (which defines
the arm configuratioxl) are under t}~e col~trol of a colIfi.guratioli control scheme, as described ill [8]. III this
ap~)roach, we use the configuration-cent rolled arm as
the baselirlc system and make the necessary enhancements to t}lis system to provide tl)e collision avoid arice
capability.
For the development of the collisio~l avoidance strateg~”, it is convenient to segment the 7-DOF arm into
three lixilis or arm segments as sliow~l in Figure 1. These
segments are the tool-link 7’11’, the forearm lz71k U’E,
and the upper- am link ES, where T, 11’, E, and S refer
to the toed tip, wrist, elbow, atld slioulder, respectively.
Three classes of obstacles are now defined as illrtst~ ated
in Figure 1: too/-tip obstacle, wrist obstacle, and elbow obstacle. A tool-tip obstacle is orm whose nearest
point orI the arm is on the tool-link closer to the toc)ltip thati a user-specified distance D. A wrist obstacle is
oxLe \Y~losc nearest point 011 the arm is oli the tool-lillk
further a~vay from the tool-tip tba~l D. An elbow obstacle is the one whose nearest I)oint on the arm is located
either oxl the upper-arm or on the forearm. Notice that
axl extended obstacle can bc represented by a cornbinatior! of a tool-tip obstacle, a wrist obstacle, and an
elbow obstacle. In our control strategy, collision with
a tool-tip obstacle is avoided by perturbing the thrw
exld-effecter position coordinates. collisio~l avoida~lce
\vitll a wrist obstacle is achieved with perturbations of
the three erld-effectol orientation coordinates. Finally,
an eltrov’ obstacle is avoided by perturbing the arm arlgle, i.e. lotating the elbow E about the shoulder-w’rist
axis S11’ without disturbitlg the tool frame (arm selfmot ion). This separatioll of influence of the obstacles
is adopted tc) avoid urlnecessar-y trajectory perturbations to both the end-effecter position and orientation,
“lie a r m angk is defilied to b e t h e ang]e hctweerl the am]
p]atle pa~slr)g throrrg}l the up~ler-arnl aud forearn~ and a reference
t!t,r~)cal I)laIIe pxsillg through tile should e!-wrist axis

as well as to the arm angle.
For every reacllatrle object in the workspace, the user
dc’fines a srrfcty zone, which is displaced from the object
surface by a user-specified sta7td-ofl distance d,. The
proximity of the arm to each c)bject, dn,, is computed
ccmtinuous]y by obstacle detection software[9] or nleasured by arnl-xnounted proximity sensors[fi]. \t’hen any
~)oint on the ar!n enters the safety zone of an object as
detc[-mirled by tl]e detection system (d,,, < d,), a rJirtual i71trvsio71 force is generated in the control soft~vare
arid is cxe~ted on the arm at the intrusion point. The
~llagnitude of this force is related directly to the extent
al]d rate of tile intrusion into tile safety zone, arid the
direction is o~~posing the intrusion. The intrusion force
is c.onl~)uted from

where ~ = d~ – d,,, denotes tile extent of intrusion in
the Cartesian r direction (for instance), arid ki and ICI,
arc usel’-definr!d constants. The physical interpretation
of this expxcssion is a force due to a fictitious springpltrs-damper with stiffness ki and damping J+ located
ill the safety zcme of each object. Figure 2 shows the
block diagram of the collision avoidance system. The
goal of the collision avoidance system is to perturb the
~lomirlal motion trajectory Zr ill order to nullify the intrusicul force F, i.e. to drive this force to zero. This
is accon~plis~led by eolployillg an external force corltrol loop arounci the internal position control system as
sbov’n in Figure 2. The virtual force F representing the
intrusio~l is compared with the force setpoint ~, = O.
\l’hen e > 0 indicating intrusion, the virtual force F
is drivell to zero by an integral controller which produces the appropriate trajectory perturbation rf that
modifies the nominal trajectory r~ as shown in Figure
2. The integral gain k is chosen such that the overall
closed-loop system is stable and has a desirable performance. Observe that when the arm does not intrude
any safety zone (e < O), no corrective action is necessary (F = O, If = O), and the nominal trajectory Xr is
executed. Finally, notice that to avoid abrupt changes
as the arm enters or exits the safety zone, a nonlinear gain is introduced in Figure 2 to smooth out this
transitioxl.

3 Experimental Results
III this sectiorl, w preserlt a set of experiments coliducted at JPL on real-time collision avoidance of an
RRC arrrl.
The experimental setup[lO] consists of two RRC
nlodc! 1<1207 ‘i-DOF arms arid control rrrlits. a 1’ME

,.

c h a s s i s , two h a n d colitrollers, a S[Jh’ lJltra 1 worlistation, and a one-third scale partial Inc)ckup of the
truss structure of the SIJace Station. ‘The \Th’l E chassis sel-vcs as the real-ti~lle controller for the al-in under study, and uses three hlotorola hlC&S040 lJrocessors
alox)g with shared menlory card and val icms data acquisition and com~nuuication cards. The VIvl F,-b&scd realtime controller interfaces directly with the h4ultitmshawd arm control unit supplied by RRC. This interface is through a two-card VME-to-h4ultibrrs ada~)t or
set from the 131T3 Corpo~-atioxl. This allows a IIigll
slJeed bi-directional shard nwnory irlterface between
tile real-time controller a]ld-the arm control u~lit. The
Se~-\’o-I,evel Interface software supplied by RRC enables
lo~v-level communicatiori between the Vh4E controller
arid the arm servo control loops at the rate of 400117,.
The VhlE controller is also lirlked via socket communicatiolj to the SUNT ~sorkstation, u’here the user i~lterface
soft~vate resides.
The arm is controlled by a configuration controller
w’hictl runs on a CPU with the computational time of
about 1 msec. This controller e]lsures that the six endeffector position and orientatio~) coordinates, m well as
the at-m angle, track user-sr)ecified trajectories. The
user commands seven Cartesiarl trajectories for the arm
task c.oc)rdinates using either the trajectory geIleratiOIl
software or the har)d controllers. Tbe configuration
controller causes the arm to execute the commanded
motion for the e~ld-effecter and the elbow in the absence of workspace obstacles. During arm motion, the
obstacle detection software runxling orl a CPU ill t}lc
\ThIE chassis continuously computes the distances betwecu the arm segments and the workspace obstacles.
The collision avoidance strategy outlilled i~l Section 2
slid showIi in Figure 2 is impleme~lted i~l tbc \’ME cor)troller so that the arm coordinates deviate from their
commanded trajectories as soon as an impe~lding collision is detected.
Six experimental casse studies on real-time collision
avoidance are now described. In all experiments, k, =
0.2, kz, = 0.2, k = 1.0, and the units of leugtll arid angle
arc meters and radians, respectively.

RRC al-[n is commanded tc) move to the center of tlie
o{)ening initially and then execute a diamond-shaped
~]at}l inside tllc openi]lg. Figure 3 (dashed line) show’s
the Cartesia~l l)ath traversed by the end-effecter when
tile obstacle avoidance cal)ability is disabled. The path
is designed so that the elld-effecter is rno~’ed close to
tl]c four sides of the opening with a clearance of 1 - 2
cm a]ld then returns to the center. The experiment is
tbczl re~)eated u’ith the collision avoidance enabled. The
end-efrcctor is commanded to traverse the sa7jte ~]ath as
before. Ilowrever, u’hen the end-efTector is now closer to
a side than the user-s~)ecified threshold d, = 10 c m ,
t}]e collisiorl a! ’oidauce soft~{’are inhibits motion toward
the side. 1’lLc l)ath traversed by the end-effecter in this
case is sllo~vn by the solid line in Figure 3. It is see~l
that collision avoidance is accomplished by truncating
the peaks of the diamond automatically to maintain tile
s~wcified mirlimurn distance to the sides, thus turnirkg
t}le quadrilateral dia~nond into axi octagolL.
3.2 Experiment

2: Orientation pertur-

bation
]~t this experiment, we demonstrate perturbation of the
end-effecter orientation to avoid collision. A large box
is attached tc) the truss structure mockup in the laboratory. The end-effecter is i~litially positioned somewhat
above t})e box, with the forearm pointing diagonally up\vard. The end-effecter is then commanded to traverse
a trapezoidal path that will move it diagonally toward
tl)e top of the box, then parallel to the edge, and finally diagonally away from the box. Figure 4 shows
the experimental results obtained in this case. With
collision avoidance disabled, the wrist comes very close
to the edge of the box. When the collisioll avoidance is
enabled, the wrist will autornatical]y rotate awray from
the edge of the box in order to rnaintaiil the specified
clearance. This behavior is shown in Figure 4, indicati~g a rotation about the world frame x-axis, where the
commanded rotation about the x-axis is 0.6 radians.
3.3 Experiment 3: Arm angle pertur-

bation
3.1 Experiment 1: P o s i t i o n p e r t u r b a tion
The goal of this experiment is tc) demonstrate perturbation of the end-effecter position ill order to avoid atl impe~lding collision. A rectangular ‘(windc)w” representit).g
arl o~)ening III the Space Station truss structure is placed
in the arm workspace parallel to the world frame y-z
plane, alld the four sides of the opening are defined as
obstacles in the arm database. The e[ld-effecter of t}tc

The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate perturbation of the arm configuration, i.e. the arm angle,
i:l order to avoid an impending collision. The second
RRC arm is positioned in the upright configuration to
~)ose as a vertical obstacle during the first arm motion,
and the data representing the second arm configuration
is inputted to the obstacle detection software. The first
arnl is then commanded to execute a trajectory that
briri.gs its elbow very close to the second arm, and the

arln motion is then reversed. ‘l’lie dashed line in FiguIe 5 sho;vs the constant commanded value of 0.493
radians for the arln angle. lt~ith cc)llisicm avoida~]ce
disabled, the constant commarldcd arm angle is maintained a~ld the elbow almost touches the second arm.
The collision avoidance is then enabled and the sa7nc
arln motiorl is comlnaxlded. The ex~vwinlental results
are depicted by the solid line in Figure 6. The results
clearl~’ demonstrate that the elho~v I)OV’ rotates aw’ay
from the second arm in order to maintain a cleararlce
of d, = 20 C]U specified by the user.

3.4 Experiment 4: Inter-arm collision
al,oidallce
Tile goal of this experiment is to demonstrate interarrll collision avoidance in our laboratory setup. The
second RRC arm is configured to a specific set of joint
angles arid base position, and t}~is information is inputted to the ccJlisiorl detection database for t}lc first
arm. The end-effecter of the first arml is commanded
to mcwe close to the second arm base pedestal. Figure
6 (dashed line) depicts t}le top-down view (x-y plane
projection) of the end-effecter motion \vitll tile collision
avoidance disabled. It is observed that the end-effecter
comes to w’ithin about 2 cm of the base pedestal. With
the collision avoidance enabled, the end-effecter is conlmzulcled to execute the saT7w rnotiorl, ancl the results are
shown by a solid line in Figure 6. Observe that the endeffector now follows a smooth trajectory to avoid tile
seco~ld arrtl base pedestal and maintain the stand-off
clistallce of d. = 10 crn to the base.

3.5 Experiment 5:
avoidance

Self-arm collision

In this experiment, we demonstrate self-collisiorl avoidarlce fox the RRC arm. The arm is positioned initially “curled in” on itself, with the end-effecter arid
\vrist pointed in opposite directions and the end-eflector
pointed toward the upper-arm link away from the truss
structure, The end-effecter is cornmauded to move toward the truss. The top-down view (x-y projection) of
tlie path traversed by the end-effecter is show’n by a
dashed line in Figure 7. W’ith collision avoidance disabled, tile end-effecter comes very close tc) the upperarrn. The collisior) avoidance is now enabled and the
S(I~lC end-effecter motion is conm~anded. The experimental results are shown by a solid line in Figure 7.
The e~ld-effecter deviates from tklc liornirlal path arid
nlakes a ‘detour” to stay clear of the upper-arrri ancl
rllailltairJ the stand-off distance of rfr = 10 cm.

3.6 E x p e r i m e n t 6: Teleoperation
The goal of t}tis experiment is to demonstrate the collisioll avoidance capability u’hcm the ar]n is u~ider teleolmration. III this exIlcriment, commands for the endeffector position and orientation and the arm angle are
issued by the operator acting on two hand controllers.
This is in contrast to previous experilnents where the
conllna~lded motions are lJroduced by t}ie trajectory
galeration softvare. Exl)cl-inlcnt 1 is repeated Jvith
ttle user tcleoperating the cnd-cffector within the fake
t ~ uss c)pc~liljg using the hand controller. M’bile the
cnd-cffector is a~vay fl om the sides of the opening, the
teleopcratcd commands are executed. As soon M the
clld-effect.or is conlrnandcd to move close to a side, a
cou~lter-conlmand is generated by the collision avoidarlce software that IIullifics the teleopcrated cornrnarld
a!ld inhibits motion t.o~vard the side. Thus errorleous
teleo~)erated cornrrlauds t}lat would otherwise cause collision are corrected on-line and in real time. This is an
important au.gmcmtation tc) telcoperation, particularly
for olJeration irl partially or coml)letely occluded regions
of the workspace.

4 Conclusions
A new approach for real-time collision avoidance of dexterous 7-DOF arms is demonstrated in this paper. This
a~)proacli is based on representing the proximity of tile
arm to workspace obstacles by virtual forces, and scr\’c)irl.g these forces to zero by employing an outer feedback
100]) around the inner arm position cent rol system.
The approach presented in this paper is equally applicable to both model-based and scnsox -based collision
almidance. For the sensor-basscd case, the on-line dista~lce coml)utations are replaced by the readings pro\’idcd by the proximity sensors mounted on the arm[fi].
Flrrthermore, the proposed approach applies to both
stationary and moving obstacles, since the distance
computations (or measurements) are updated continuously in real time. Finally, the approach is pragmatic
because: it is simple and computationally very fast, it
requires minimal modification to the arm positioning
system, and it applies tc) whole-arm, not just the endeffector, collision avoidance.
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